Nasdaq and Take Your Seat
Accelerating Inclusivity in the Boardroom

TAKE YOUR SEAT is dedicated to increasing the number of Black directors to accelerate inclusivity in the boardroom and maximize corporate performance. Through its inclusive leadership training and broad-based relationships-driven community platform, TAKE YOUR SEAT provides clear and actionable paths for companies to achieve impactful diversity and inclusivity outcomes.

TAKE YOUR SEAT works to assist board leaders, CEOs, and executive search firms in placing Black directors by introducing them to leaders outside of their networks. Candidates can view board seat opportunities and participate in educational opportunities to advance their companies’ diversity and inclusion objectives.

TAKE YOUR SEAT hosts board education programs such as The Inclusive Leadership Series and Board View for board leaders and board-ready candidates.

Board View is a three-month board governance training for board-ready candidates. Candidates are placed into curated cohorts and receive transformational skills and practical board training from experienced board leaders to help build their knowledge and network. They are additionally paired with mentors, participate in mock interviews and board roleplays, and have opportunities to increase their exposure to leading companies.

The Inclusive Leadership Series is a six-month program dedicated to empowering board leaders to foster a sense of belonging so all can thrive at the boardroom table. It helps board members understand and advance inclusive boardrooms while fostering sustainable organizational growth by tapping into the diverse perspectives and approaches of each individual director.

RESOURCES & VALUE
TAKE YOUR SEAT and Nasdaq are committed to supporting Nasdaq Listings’ board recruitment needs. Clients receive access to complimentary and discounted board education resources as well as curated candidate slates, upon request.

Complimentary consultation on How to Create a Successful Board Culture

20% discount for Board View, a transformational training for board candidates at all levels

20% discount for The Inclusive Leadership Series, a six-month cohort training for five or more attendees

Access to thought leadership & events around equity & inclusion, and to curated candidate slates & board seat postings upon request

Please contact takeaction@takeyourseat.co and mention Nasdaq for access to a curated candidate slate and the above benefits & discounts.

Learn more at www.takeyourseat.co © Copyright Nasdaq Corporate Solutions.